
Since the beginning of the year numerous concerns have come forth regarding the Michigan 
Catholic Conference Business Transformation Project. Many of the concerns about how the new 
administration system works and how it can be improved have been well thought out, practical 
and appropriate.  Feedback has been constructive and appreciated. Admittedly, the pace at which 
the changes were being rolled out was rather quick.  So we need to slow down.  We also know 
that setting the 20th of the month as a target for invoices to be made available was aggressive, so 
we’ve moved the date back to the 25th of the month, beginning with July invoices. We thought it 
was important to share with you the more common challenges that have come forward. Several 
are below, along with answers on how MCC has responded. Please take a few moments to read 
through this document. I hope it is helpful toward understanding how we’ve listened to your 
concerns and what steps are being taken to simplify the transition going forward.  
 
Overview of changes since January 1 
 

• A secure MCC website is available to you for monthly consolidated MCC Invoices, 
monthly Wage Reporting, Wage Corrections, Benefit Worksheets and Benefit 
Confirmations. 

• Units that are not processing payroll with Paycor or the Grand Rapids payroll provider 
are reporting new hires and changes by submitting a Benefits Worksheet on the secure 
MCC website. 

• Wage reporting for Units that are not processing payroll with Paycor or the Grand Rapids 
payroll provider are done monthly on the secure MCC website.  

• New hires and newly eligible employees are enrolling in benefits by calling MCC. 
Benefit Confirmations are available on the secure MCC website. 

 
Challenges & MCC’s Response 
 
Challenge: Over 20,000 employee records were sitting in a secure but outdated system. When 

the process to modernize to the new Benefits Administration System began, 
inconsistent, incomplete and obsolete data was discovered.  

MCC Action:  An HR Audit report was provided to every Unit that documented the data we had 
in our system: employee name, scheduled hours, annual salary, status and 
employee type. A 100 percent audit of Paycor data was also conducted. Paycor 
worked with the Units to collect missing birth dates, missing annual salary and 
missing scheduled hours. 

 
Challenge:  Bookkeepers were having difficulty adjusting to the new invoice format.  
MCC Action:   Many improvements were made to the invoice reporting, including: enlarged font 

size; addition of LERP and UI rates; addition of total Unit wages, and addition of 
clergy names for auto and retirement, where applicable. Excel versions of invoice 
reports are now available for larger Units upon request. 

 
Challenge: The flow of information from the Unit to MCC has been misunderstood.  
MCC Action: The Benefits team continues to educate bookkeepers on how information flows to 

MCC. For those Units that process payroll through Paycor and the Grand Rapids 
payroll provider, changes are made at the Unit level into your payroll system. The 



information is then sent to the payroll provider when you transmit payroll. If you 
transmit payroll twice per month, your changes are transmitted to the payroll 
provider twice per month. Both Paycor and the Grand Rapids payroll provider 
provide an electronic file to MCC. Paycor then provides MCC with a file on a 
weekly basis, the Grand Rapids payroll provider provides a file on a biweekly 
basis.   

 
 Example:  You terminate an employee on May 20th. Your next payroll is 

processed on May 27th with a check date of May 30th. The termination will be on 
the file that is sent to MCC on either Monday June 2nd or Monday June 9th 
depending on whether your payroll provider sends a weekly or biweekly file.  The 
files are loaded into the MCC Benefit Administrative System on June 3rd or June 
10th following quality checks on the file. For those Units that report to MCC using 
Benefit Worksheets though the MCC Secure Website, a termination would be 
reported on a Benefit Worksheet. Many Benefit Worksheets require corrections 
for missing data. Complete Benefit Worksheets are loaded daily and the 
information is available in the MCC Benefit Administrative System on the next 
business day. 

 
Challenge:  Bookkeepers call MCC to report corrections and the errors continue on the next 

invoice. Calls to MCC are not returned.  
MCC Action: I apologize to those who received poor service or did not receive a return call.  

This is not the level of customer service that MCC demands of itself. In order to 
provide the best support available, turnover within the Benefits Staff became 
necessary earlier this year. The Benefits Team was then supplemented with 
temporary staff while we recruit for individuals that have both benefits experience 
and systems experience in a high volume team environment. MCC created an 
Assistant Manager, Benefits position with the primary focus of ensuring that the 
Benefits team delivers the excellent customer service that is a tradition at MCC.  

 
Challenge: Invoices have not been available on the 20th of the month. 
MCC Action: MCC realized that the 20th of the month was an aggressive target and is not the 

best date to use. The most common payroll frequency in our Units is the 15th and 
last day of the month. We do not receive the payroll files that contain data 
processed on the 15th of the month until the 20th of the month or later. Effective 
with the July invoices, invoices will be available on the 25th of the month. 
Payment is due the 10th of the following month.  

 
Challenge: Some bookkeepers are not sure what information MCC needs and how to get the 

information to MCC in the proper way. 
MCC Action: At MCC’s request, Paycor created custom fields in the Paycor system. The tab, 

displayed below, contains the information that MCC needs to determine benefit 
eligibility and correct premiums. These fields include scheduled hours to 
determine benefit eligibility; annual salary to calculate Life, Short term Disability 
and Long Term Disability premiums; and Employee Status, such as Regular or 
Temporary, also to determine eligibility.  These fields have drop down menus in 



the Paycor system to make data entry easier. A job aid for using these fields is 
available on the Benefits Section of the MCC Website.  

  
Units that send information to MCC on Benefit Worksheets must complete all the 
required fields on the Worksheet before submitting it in the secure MCC Website. 
Please do not submit Benefit Worksheets via email. This is not a secure method of 
communication for documents that contain sensitive information.  

  
Challenge: How do new hires and newly eligible employees enroll in benefits? How do you 

add a new baby or drop an adult child that has coverage through their employer? 
MCC Action: New hires and newly eligible employees enroll in benefits and make benefit 

changes by calling MCC. There is a special page on the Benefits Section of the 
MCC website for new hires. There is a guide to prepare employees for the 
enrollment process. A confirmation statement will be available the next business 
day in the forms section of the Secure MCC Website. Please review the Benefit 
Confirmation with the employee for accuracy and give the employee a copy of the 
Benefit Confirmation for their records.  

 
What else is MCC doing to help us understand the changes? 
 

1. Bookkeeper meetings are scheduled in Lansing and Gaylord.  
2. Training is available via webinar upon request. 
3. Paycor will be offering a webinar on the use of custom fields.  The webinar will be 

recorded and available for viewing from the MCC website.  
 
Are other changes coming? 
 
As with all new systems, there will be a need for continual system improvement in the short-term 
to ensure the system is fully operational in the long-term.  The pace at which these improvements 
will be made, as previously mentioned, will be slowed down; bookkeepers and business 
managers need more time to become familiar with the new system and business processes.  We 
are grateful to the MCC Board of Directors and Diocesan Fiscal Managers and Human Resource 
Managers for their tremendous counsel as we continue to move forward. Before the next system 
upgrade is introduced bookkeepers and business managers will be included in the testing phase.  
 
As we look forward to Pentecost Sunday, when the Holy Spirit descended upon the Apostles, we 
remember that they were granted the gifts of the Holy Spirit. Those gifts helped them to fulfill 
their mission to preach the Gospel to all nations. For us, those gifts help us to live a Christian 
life. Wisdom, Understanding, Counsel, Fortitude, Knowledge, Piety and Fear of the Lord are the 
gifts we received. We are asking for your understanding as we continue to move forward with 
our Business Transformation Project and the many changes that have impacted all of us since the 
beginning of this year. Fortitude will carry us through this season of change. 
 
Thank you for your patience during this significant transition. As always, do not hesitate to 
contact Michigan Catholic Conference at benefits@micatholic.org or 800-395-5565 with any 
questions or concerns you may have. 


